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have always been ready and willing—I still am—to do without the Neces-  !
saries of Life if only I may hare the Luxuries, This has seemed the only  -
way to do 'the things that are more excellent* while the Criterion--,
Money—secretly calls the turn*
A STATION FOR THE FLIGHT OF THE SOUL
Many times before, in desperate circumstances (perhaps because of
them) came an idea. I, too? can get a bad idea—but riot this time, The
now subjective promise came to its object as the idea? No buildings to
build at the harrowing moment but, capitalizing thirty-five years of past
experience, why not build the builders of buildings against the time when
buildings might again be built?
Congenital Education, dormant family influence, up and out—at last!
To make a promise good?
Numbers of young men were always coining from around the world to
work with me at Taliesin. Several were at Taliosin now* After talking the
'idea' over, pro and con, we, a son of Wisconsin Welsh pioneers and a
daughter of Montenegrin dignitaries aiming to be educators, composed
and sent out during the summer of 1952 the following circular letter to a
small list of friends. Here is that circular letter:
AN EXTENSION OF THE WORK IN ARCHITECTURE
AT TALIESIN TO INCLUDE APPRENTICES IN
RESIDENCE
Frank Lloyd Wright together with a number of competent assistants
will be in residence at Taliesin and will there lead the work of a new
Fellowship of Apprentices to be now established.
Three resident associates: a sculptor, a painter, and a musician, eventu-
ally chosen for the work to be done, are contemplated. An inner-group of
seven honour-apprentices having the status of senior apprentices and three
technical advisers trained in industry will also be chosen to assist*
Leaders in thought from many countries may also come to occasionally
share for a time in our activities, perhaps temporarily reside there.
We believe that a rational attempt to integrate Art and Industry should
coordinate both with the everyday life we live here in America. Any such
rational attempt must be essential architecture growing up by way of
social, industrial, and economic processes natural to our way of life.
Not only must this framework and background of future Democracy be
developed in itself as a kind of organic architecture, but the very qualities
most basic and worthwhile in Philosophy, Sculpture, Painting, Music and
the Industrial Crafts are also fundamentally Architecture. Principles
fe and the arts are the same. So it is the Architecture of Life
tb#t must be the fundamental and therefore first concern of any
trus witure anywhere if the world is to be made safe for Science*
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